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Introduction
This is the cast of characters listing from The Lucky Cricket. It is being provided 

as an assistance in understanding the large cast of people/beings referenced within 
the work.
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Character List - in order of mention
Hap Sing – is a fisherman in possession of the spirit of the seven tailed tiger.  Also 

known as Cricket

The Luck – is the name used by the greater spirit seven tailed tiger.  It is also 
called “Seven” (informally) or “Number Seven” (formally) by the other 
greater spirit tailed beasts.  It like the other tailed beasts goes by various 
names in different guises including Wright and Hexfelix.  “The Luck” is 
its preferred name on the prime material.

Lu Po – is the leader and youngest elder of Li Chan village.

Ming Na Jun – is the magistrate of the Jin Do Provence.

Ming Wa Fu – is the son of Ming Na Jun and is a magistrate in training.

Wen Li – is a young widow.  Her husband died in a fishing accident during a storm.

Wen Lu – is the name of the dead husband of Wen Li.  He is sometimes referred 
to as the elder Wen Lu.

Wen Lu – is the son of Wen Li.  He is sometimes referred to as the younger Wen 
Lu.

Li Hung – is the third village elder and the oldest elder of Li Chan village.  He is 
the son of Li Chan and a hero of the last war.

Li Chan – was a great hero and general who died in the last war.  The Li Chan 
village was named after him.

Chao Xian – is the first village elder and the second youngest elder of Li Chan 
village.

Yong Mai – is the second village elder and the second oldest elder of Li Chan 
village.

Yong Ran – is the son of Yong Mai.  Eventually he replaces Yong Mai as a village 
elder after she passes.

Hap Yang – was the father of Hap Sing.  He was a legendary chi master of great 
potency.  He died protecting the land of Ran Li from the rampaging of 
The Luck.
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Hap Mi – was the mother of Hap Sing.  She loved Hap Yang deeply and drowned 

herself in sorrow over his loss.

Yu Wing – is a guard and farmer in Hung Chan village.  A distant cousin of Hap 
Sing, Yu Wing is a chi master with a large cat guardian spirit.

Yu Mai – is the wife of Yu Wing.  She is a chi master with a hawk guardian spirit.

Lo Dong Arthur – aka Holy One Arthur is a priest of the god Palnor.  He is also the 
son-in-law of Yu Wing and Yu Mai, and husband of Lo Maya.

Palnor - is a god of justice and mercy.

Lo Maya - is the wife of Lo Arthur. She is the daughter of Yu Wing and Yu Mai.

Yu Gai – works in the market of Hung Chan as a food preparer.  He is the son of 
Yu Wing and Yu Mai.  He is a chi master in training with an ape guardian 
spirit.

Yu Jin – is the wife of Yu Gan.  She is a chi master in training with a wolf guardian 
spirit.

Ming Ran – is the young leader of Hung Chan village.  He is a chi master with a 
panda bear guardian spirit.  He is a distant cousin of Ming Wa Fu and 
Ming Na Jun.

Ming Akane – is the wife of Ming Ran.  She is a chi master with a ferret guardian 
spirit called Tiko.  She is originally from the nation of Udomo.

Boku Sata – is the militia captain of Hung Chan village.  His is a chi master with 
a snow leopard guardian spirit named Rasic.  He is originally from the 
nation of Udomo.

Yuki Nene – is from the Ran Li capital of Yokito, while her ancestry goes back to 
Nordland making her an exotic tall thin blue eyed blond.  She is a chi 
master with a twin raven guardian spirit named Hugin and Munin.

Number Two - is a Number and the greater spirit which created shadow and the 
concept of death. It prefers to be called Balinac. It is rumored to be called 
the godkiller.
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Number Thirteen - is another Number which opposes the actions taken by 
Number Seven.

Hojo - is a gangster boss.

Tal Go - is a gangster enforcer.

Fa Soon - is another gangster enforcer.

Rendalk Flügg - is an ancient necromancer whose power is such that he can return 
even from death.

Kullar - is a vampire working for Rendalk.

Barnibus - is also a vampire working for Rendalk.

Fane Blaze - is a pyromancer with connections in the elemental plane of fire. He is 
frequently a partner of Kayver Riddare the grave knight.

The Right Hand of Palnor - is the platinum dragon celestial being which serves as 
the herald of the god Palnor.

Fizranar - is a fire elemental lord. Contractually working for Fane Blaze.

Ariel - is a elder pixie. Also a chosen herald of the greater spirit Number Three.

Number Three - is the greater spirit which created the concept of material life. 
Held in reverence by fey creatures, it is also the heart of the fey realm.

Lix - is a junior pixie. Acts as a fey realm guard.

Kix - is also a junior pixie and cousin to Lix. He is the boyfriend of Nix.

Nix - is the pixie girlfriend of Kix. She is a follower of Ariel.

Titania - is the elven queen of the fey realm.

Oberon - is the former king of the fey realm. Husband of Titania.

Number Nine - is the greater spirit which created gravity. It also created and 
operates the multi-dimensional city of Centrus, the center of the material 
universe.
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Lu Han – is the grandson of Lu Po.  He is the leader of Li Chan village and senior 

village elder (age 62).

Lu Wan – is the grandson of Lu Han.  He is being trained to future leadership in 
Li Chan (age 11).

Ming Ne Yu – is the grandson of Yuki Nene and Ming Wa Fu.  He is the leader of 
the Tiger Monks in Li Chan village.  

Yu Lo – is the descendent of Yu Gai and Yu Jin.  He is a distant cousin of Hap Sing 
and Lo Hannah.  A junior Tiger Monk.

Lo Hannah – is the descendent of Lo Dong Arthur and Lo Maya.  She is a distant 
cousin of Hap Sing and Yu Lo.  A junior Tiger Monk.

Sea Reaver – is the young spirit shaman from Nordland.  He is tall and blond 
haired with long ponytail. A junior Tiger Monk.

Chow Sang – is a talented young Chi Master from Udomo.  He is black haired and 
prone to careful consideration.  A junior Tiger Monk.

Mimosa – is a Chi Master of Nordland stock from the Nordland colony in Yokito.  
She is brown haired and plain looking.  A junior Tiger Monk.

Togusawa Hiro – is a distant cousin of the emperor of Ran Li.  He is as short as 
Hap Sing and has his hair shaved off.  The youngest junior Tiger Monk.

Sister Kenara - is a middle aged human hand maiden of the goddess the White 
Raven. She works at the cemetery of the Nordland colony in Ran Li.

Sister Norla - is a young nordlander hand maiden of the White Raven. She works 
in the temple in the cemetery of the Nordland colony.

Emperor Minato - is the young emperor of Ran Li.

Qui Chang - is a aquamagius and servant of the god Aquonis.

Liu Fan - is the grandmaster of the Ran Li ninja force.

Lo David - is the older brother of Lo Hannah. He is a priest of the god Palnor.

Yu Han - is a senior instructor at the Chi Master Academy in Yokito. He is also the 
father of Yu Lo.
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Alvonis - is a middle aged halfling seer.

Mistress Lashay - is an elderly halfling seer.

Halisa - is a elf maiden and an apprentice mage.

Lirae - is a elf maiden and a spirit shaman.

Samlas - is an elf mage. Instructor of Halisa.

Lioka - is an elf. Brother of Lirae.

Yu Akane - is an archivist of the Chi Master Academy in Yokito.

Hapusai Ran - is a Ninja assassin.

Lord Togusawa - is a relative of the emperor of Ran Li.

Togusawa Akane - is the wife of Lord Togusawa, and lover of Hapusai Ran.

Hapusai Nene - is the daughter of Hapusai Ran and Togusawa Akane.

Li Wong - is a grandmaster Ninja in Yokito.


